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“Our portfolios have layers of protection, just like an onion”   
 

Dear Clients and Friends: 
 

I hope this note finds you well and happy as the summer ends - and with 
the change in the weather, there is a change in our office policy.  RBC DS 
has required that all of us be vaccinated and so I look forward to seeing 
you in our offices (with COVID-19 protocols) once again.   
 

Unstable Places in the World – Best to Avoid: 
 

There are many financially unstable places in the world where the financial 
system is unsafe due to undemocratic systems of law, disregard for 
property rights, vague accounting standards, and questionable regulation.  
Recently, some variable system governments have felt threatened by media 
and e-commerce companies operating inside their borders. Being in a near 
all powerful position, such governments have instituted new regulations 
that have significantly clouded the future of these companies resulting in 
steep losses for shareholders.  
 

What about our portfolios?  These regulatory changes abroad have had no 
effect on us at all, not because we cleverly sold our shares before everyone 
else, but because we never owned them.  This is why, when speaking with 
new clients and now as a reminder to you as well, that our portfolios are 
like an onion.  Our money is at the center with layers of protection around 
us. My first layer of protection against a negative result is to stay away 
from these financially unstable places.  The second layer of protection is 
our appreciation of hard valuable assets such as real estate and hydro dams, 
again in jurisdictions where the rule of law prevails.  A third layer is a 
preference for companies that send customers a monthly invoice for  
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The short answer is that they usually aren’t anyway, yet people continue to be perplexed by their disparate paths.  
You’d think that measuring business and other types of economic activity would be useful in predicting the direction 
of stock markets.  It isn’t, counter intuitive, but true.  As Warren Buffett has famously said, “Any company with an 
economist on staff has one too many employees.”  I don’t mean that pejoratively as economic theory has it uses in 
policy design, but it is hopeless as a predictor of stock market direction.  The market is generally forward looking 
and economic data is backward looking so the economic information is always behind the times.  The current market 
is looking past the pandemic and the US election.  Governments around the world are supporting their citizens and 
corporations (which includes the stock market) with stimulus to replace the regular income that has been curtailed by 
the virus induced lockdowns.   
 
The Continuing Pandemic: 
 
I expect that portfolios will continue their gradual “two steps forward one step back” with many now in positive 
territory year to date.  I have no crystal ball, but I believe that an effective vaccine may not be far off with multiple 
vaccine producers in the final phase 3 trials required for licensing.  The covid -19 vaccine trial results to date 
(published in multiple recognized journals) appear to be uniformly positive.   Further, they are already in vaccine 
production anticipating licensure and striking supply agreements with government agencies.  Please call me to 
discuss this further as you see fit. 
 
The US Presidential Election: 
 
The US presidential election is likely to be more acrimonious than usual.  The good news is that historically, 
elections do not have any lasting effects on the markets.   Democratic regimes (should that be the outcome) also tend 
to have better stock market performance as well.  Not that surprising really since both parties would be considered 
pro-business if they were located here in Canada. But what if the election is too close to call and is disputed?  In the 
2004 election, the vote counts were very close prompting Mr. Gore to challenge the results causing a few months of 
uncertainty.  I will allow that the mercurial nature of the incumbent may intensify that uncertainty if the election is 
close.  However, I also believe that the democratic institutions of the US will prevail and the loser will have to 
acquiesce, if not necessarily quietly. 
 
Where to Now? 
 
I am very pleased that a number of clients have called me recently to discuss their market concerns.  Their gut is 
telling them to sell now at the top and then buy back in at the bottom.  Sounds like a great idea and there are many 
professional and lay people who follow market timing models.  Unfortunately, it doesn’t work and can create 
significant tax bills as well.  I recently did reviews with three friends with similar portfolios.  Two follow my 
suggestions and we have experienced the downturns and the upturns through the years.  We know that downturns are 
inevitable, unpredictable but temporary when you own companies that produce a necessity.  The results have been 
pleasing.  The third person has on two occasions sold out his portfolio attempting to side step a downturn and buy 
back at lower prices.  The result has been a 37% underperformance relative to his peers since 2012 and the anxiet 
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necessary daily use items such as electricity and cell phone service which will get paid.   
 
Garden variety downturns in markets are unpredictable, inevitable, but temporary when following this investment 
philosophy.  By staying away from unstable places we eliminate a significant variable.  By investing in hard 
valuable assets, like quality real estate and companies with strong income profiles, we reduce two more sources 
of variability.  Please call me (and now visit!) if you would like to discuss this further. 
 
Fall Planning Notes: Just as planting a tree 20 years ago was the best time, today is also a good time. 
 
There is no need to wait to make your 2021 RSP contribution until the deadline on March 1 of 2022.  By doing it 
now, you get the benefit of time on your side – compounding time – which is the 8th wonder of the world 
according to Einstein.  Not so for fully contributed TFSA clients.  You will have to wait until you pass “Go” on 
January 1st before you can put another $6,000.00 (likely) into your TFSA.  If you aren’t fully contributed, then 
now is a good time.   
 
Two other planning considerations – avoiding probate: 
 
Probate fees are approximately 1.4% in BC and are charged on the value of the assets that are listed in the will 
when it needs to be verified by the court prior to transferring assets to the beneficiaries.  For privately held 
corporations, a multiple will strategy is potentially a useful method for avoiding probate.  By having a second 
will covering the corporation(s), the will likely won’t need a grant of probate and can be transferred easily to the 
beneficiaries.  That is a saving of $14,000 per million. 
 
There is another way to reduce expected probate costs, in this case for individuals: older, single people can make 
their taxable accounts (not RRIFs or TFSAs etc.) joint with only the gift of beneficial survivorship.  This account 
allows the portfolio to flow on passing to the intended beneficiaries without needing probate.  This technique has 
saved some of my clients many thousands of dollars on multimillion dollar investment accounts. 
 
Please reach out to us if we can be of assistance in your investment, financial/estate planning, or insurance.  
 
Sometimes we can help in other ways.  Clients do call me about other matters when they think I might be of 
assistance.  I welcome those calls.  
 
I wish you all a wonderful fall season, 
 
 
Dr. Patrick O’Brien, DVM, Vice President, and Portfolio Manager 
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